INSTITUTIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS

7.3.1 Portray the performance of the institution in one area distinctive to its priority and thrust within 1000 words

Fairfield Institute of Management and Technology (FIMT), New Delhi, was founded with a vision of essential aspects like Global Standards, Value-Based Education, and Sustainable Development. FIMT set a benchmark not only in the field of Law, Management, and Technology but in Humanities and Social Sciences as well. As Harvey Fierstein enunciated that “Accept no one’s definition of your life; define yourself”. In the process of overall development of our students it is the endeavor of our institute to inculcate not only educational values but also equal opportunities to all the students to harness the human potential of all the segments of the society. FIMT is committed to create an environment where all Indian ethnicity and tradition go hand in hand with external realities, besides the educational discipline our institute initiate number of necessary measures for overall development and personality of our students. The role of specific programs like NSS, NCC, UBA, sports and legal awareness play a very crucial role to meet this end. It is also the effort of the institute specifically and distinctly to promote the participation of the faculty and students in different projects which are related with the mental well-being of the particular section of the society and to promote social and legal awareness in the society. Various co-curricular and extra-curricular activities are designed with related workshop and technical and Industrial visits along with various training programs. All these programs which are of very distinctive nature go a long way to make our students face challenges in their day-to-day life. For their professional conduct we arrange internship, career guidance program and also give them opportunity for personal counselling and help them in the useful employment and their placement.

A Few prominent landmarks in the Academic Year 2022-23

1. Unnat Bharat Abhiyan: FIMT is not restricted to urban but creating conscious to rural areas and people also.
   - FIMT -UBA team conducted the household survey in Jhatikra and Badusarai on 5-9-2022.
Along with this UBA cell also organized Har ghar Tiranga Campaign in the adopted villages: Daulatpur, Jhatikra, Badosarai, Raghupur, Salahpur on 9-08-2022
2. To create a vision about our Constitutional Values National Service Scheme (NSS) organised Poster making competition on the International Democracy Day.

The FIMT-School of Law organized the Constitution Day on 26th November 2022.
3. Promoting New Tech, Start-ups ventures and entrepreneurship

The FIMT School of Information Technology organized a HACKATHON on 18th of March, 2023 at Wing-B, in IT LAB-2, for the students as a part of the G20 celebrations.

- Workshop on Advanced Analytical Tools in Data Science
• Celebrated World Mother Earth Day to balance climate of our mother earth

• Flag distribution under the campaign of Har Ghar Tiranga